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Review	  of	  OLTP	  
•  Tradi1onal	  focus	  on	  avoiding	  disk	  I/Os	  
•  Some	  key	  things:	  
•  Buffer	  Manager	  
•  Steal	  and	  No	  force	  Policies;	  Pinning/Unpinning	  

•  Concurrency	  Control	  
•  Locking	  or	  Op1mis1c	  (more	  in-‐depth	  treatment	  later)	  

•  Recovery	  and	  Durability	  
• Write-‐ahead	  Logging	  
•  Logging	  also	  used	  for	  replica1on	  (log	  shipping)	  

• B+-‐Tree	  Indexes	  
•  Require	  own	  locking	  protocols	  

•  Stored	  procedures	  always	  supported,	  but	  not	  
treated	  differently	  



Major	  Hardware	  Changes	  
•  Huge	  memories	  à	  disk	  I/O	  much	  less	  important	  
•  Also:	  boXlenecks	  shiY	  
•  E.g.,	  locking	  becomes	  rela1vely	  very	  expensive	  
•  Things	  like:	  pointer	  chasing,	  predicate	  evalua1ons,	  data	  
copying,	  network	  I/O,	  all	  become	  crucial	  

• Mul1-‐core	  
• Much	  more	  parallelism	  than	  before	  à	  latching	  
conten1on	  becomes	  cri1cal	  

• Cache	  misses	  quite	  expensive	  
• Memory-‐op1mized	  indexes	  maybe	  worse	  than	  B+-‐Trees	  

• Using	  mmap	  can	  help	  solve	  some	  problems,	  but	  not	  all	  



OLTP	  through	  the	  Looking	  Glass	  
• Where	  does	  the	  1me	  go?	  

face of slow disk writes, it is much less important in a mem-
ory resident system. A single-threaded implementation may be
sufficient in some cases, particularly if it provides good per-
formance. Though a way to take advantage of multiple proces-
sor cores on the same hardware is needed, recent advances in
virtual machine technology provide a way to make these cores
look like distinct processing nodes without imposing massive
performance overheads [BDR97], which may make such
designs feasible.

• Transaction-less databases. Transactional support is not
needed in many systems. In particular, in distributed Internet
applications, eventual consistency is often favored over trans-
actional consistency [Bre00, DHJ+07]. In other cases, light-
weight forms of transactions, for example, where all reads are
required to be done before any writes, may be acceptable
[AMS+07, SMA+07].

In fact, there have been several proposals from inside the data-
base community to build database systems with some or all of the
above characteristics [WSA97, SMA+07]. An open question,
however, is how well these different configurations would per-
form if they were actually built. This is the central question of
this paper.

1.2 Measuring the Overheads of OLTP
To understand this question, we took a modern open source data-
base system (Shore — see http://www.cs.wisc.edu/shore/) and
benchmarked it on a subset of the TPC-C benchmark. Our initial
implementation — running on a modern desktop machine — ran
about 640 transactions per second (TPS). We then modified it by
removing different features from the engine one at a time, pro-
ducing new benchmarks each step of the way, until we were left
with a tiny kernel of query processing code that could process
12700 TPS. This kernel is a single-threaded, lock-free, main
memory database system without recovery. During this decompo-
sition, we identified four major components whose removal sub-
stantially improved the throughput of the system:

Logging. Assembling log records and tracking down all changes
in database structures slows performance. Logging may not be
necessary if recoverability is not a requirement or if recoverabil-
ity is provided through other means (e.g., other sites on the net-
work).

Locking. Traditional two-phase locking poses a sizeable over-
head since all accesses to database structures are governed by a
separate entity, the Lock Manager.

Latching. In a multi-threaded database, many data structures
have to be latched before they can be accessed. Removing this
feature and going to a single-threaded approach has a noticeable
performance impact.

Buffer management. A main memory database system does not
need to access pages through a buffer pool, eliminating a level of
indirection on every record access.

1.3 Results
Figure 1 shows how each of these modifications affected the bot-
tom line performance (in terms of CPU instructions per TPC-C
New Order transaction) of Shore. We can see that each of these

subsystems by itself accounts for between about 10% and 35% of
the total runtime (1.73 million instructions, represented by the
total height of the figure). Here, “hand coded optimizations” rep-
resents a collection of optimizations we made to the code, which
primarily improved the performance of the B-tree package. The
actual instructions to process the query, labelled “useful work”
(measured through a minimal implementation we built on top of a
hand-coded main-memory B-tree package) is only about 1/60th of
that. The white box below “buffer manager” represents our ver-
sion of Shore after we had removed everything from it — Shore
still runs the transactions, but it uses about 1/15th of the instruc-
tions of the original system, or about 4 times the number of
instructions in the useful work. The additional overheads in our
implementation are due to call-stack depth in Shore and the fact
that we could not completely strip out all references to transac-
tions and the buffer manager.

1.4 Contributions and Paper Organization
The major contributions of this paper are to 1) dissect where time
goes inside of a modern database system, 2) to carefully measure
the performance of various stripped down variants of a modern
database system, and 3) to use these measurements to speculate
on the performance of different data management systems — for
example, systems without transactions or logs — that one could
build.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we discuss OLTP features that may soon become (or are already
becoming) obsolete. In Section 3 we review the Shore DBMS, as
it was the starting point of our exploration, and describe the
decomposition we performed. Section 4 contains our experimen-
tation with Shore. Then, in Section 5, we use our measurements
to discuss implications on future OLTP engines and speculate on
the performance of some hypothetical data management systems.
We present additional related work in Section 6 and conclude in
Section 7.
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Figure 1. Breakdown of instruction count for various DBMS 
components for the New Order transaction from TPC-C. The 
top of the bar-graph is the original Shore performance with a 

main memory resident database and no thread contention. 
The bottom dashed line is the useful work, measured by exe-

cuting the transaction on a no-overhead kernel.
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Work	  Since	  Then	  
•  Many	  new	  systems	  shiYing	  towards	  in-‐memory	  solu1ons	  
•  Hekaton,	  H-‐Store/VoltDB,	  SAP	  HANA,	  …	  

•  Some	  issues:	  
•  Mul1-‐threading	  and	  conten1on	  
•  Need	  to	  rethink	  latching	  altogether	  
•  Prefer	  to	  use	  lock-‐free	  data	  structures	  if	  possible	  

•  Par11oning	  vs	  no-‐par11oning	  
•  Kinda	  depends	  on	  the	  workload	  
•  Lot	  of	  papers	  on	  the	  topic	  



Work	  Since	  Then	  
•  Some	  issues:	  
• Weaker	  no1ons	  of	  consistency	  
•  Eventual	  consistency	  is	  too	  weak,	  most	  people	  moving	  away	  
from	  it	  

•  Snapshot	  Isola1on/Read	  CommiXed	  give	  more	  clear	  
guarantees	  

•  Indexes	  
•  An1-‐caching	  
•  Command	  logging	  

•  i.e.,	  log	  transac1ons	  rather	  than	  the	  specific	  updates	  
•  Only	  works	  if	  there	  is	  determinis1c	  execu1on	  

•  Other	  Issues	  with	  In-‐Memory	  Databases	  
•  Analy1cs?	  
•  Next	  steps?	  


